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QUESTION: 210
What is the primary purpose for implementing a client firewall?

A. to detect threats
B. to authenticate sites
C. to restrict URLs
D. to block connections

Answer: D

QUESTION: 211
What is a function of the Symantec Network Access Control firewall?

A. protects against viruses in packet flows
B. restricts network-level drivers from executing
C. enforces RFC compliance of network protocols
D. blocks the execution of client applications

Answer: B

QUESTION: 212
Which Symantec Network Access Control feature do you primarily use to prevent
hackers from gaining backdoor access to client computers?

A. Host Integrity
B. Firewall
C. Proactive Treat Protection
D. Antispyware

Answer: B

QUESTION: 213
Which two types of firewall settings are found in Symantec Network Access
Control? (Choose two.)

A. stealth
B. address transforms
C. protocol abnormality detection
D. smart traffic filters
E. VPN tunneling
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Answer: A, D

QUESTION: 214
Which three items can be used when creating Symantec Network Access Control
firewall rules? (Choose three.)

A. User ID
B. Subnet Mask
C. Network Adapter
D. Network Service
E. Application

Answer: C, D, E

QUESTION: 215
Which three steps must be taken in order to create a firewall policy that functions
properly? (Choose three.)

A. establish rules for the policy
B. enable the policy
C. enable system lockdown
D. apply the policy to a group
E. force the computer to restart

Answer: A, B, D

QUESTION: 216
Lifeline Supply Company acquired a small company with two hundred employees.
Multiple firewall rules, based on collections of client addresses, are required to
allow the new organization access to company resources. What should be created
to minimize the amount of time needed to create rules?

A. a new Centralized Exception
B. a new Host Group
C. a new Network Service
D. a new Management Server List
Answer: B
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QUESTION: 217
In a firewall rule, what is the only trigger type that uses a fingerprint?

A. Service
B. Application
C. Host
D. Blank Rule

Answer: B

QUESTION: 218
When creating a firewall rule, which two logging options are allowed? (Choose
two.)

A. Security logs
B. Traffic logs
C. System logs
D. Packet logs
E. Audit logs

Answer: B, D

QUESTION: 219
You need to create a firewall rule that allows all communications during the week,
but blocks all communications on the weekend. Which approach accomplishes
this?

A. create two rules: an allow rule for every day above a block rule for weekends
B. create two rules: a block rule for Saturday and Sunday above an allow rule for
every day
C. create two rules: an allow rule for 12am to 12pm every day above a block rule
for weekdays
D. create two rules: an allow rule for every day above a block time for 12 am to 12
am weekends

Answer: B

QUESTION: 220
Lifeline Supply Company mandates that all employees use VPN connections from
one vendor. Previously there were several different vendor VPNs used throughout
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the company. Which firewall trigger can be used to allow access only for the
approved vendor VPN?

A. Service
B. Host
C. Adapter
D. Application

Answer: C
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